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Mac mineralize skinfinish natural medium golden

Picture is not availableColorful: I use the shade give me days of bronze, and it's beautiful, a medium warm-toned bronzer, I've tried many bronzers, but that's what always goes back, it's perfect, gently ground, beautiful ... Home Products Makeup Face Foundation Pressed Powder Mineralize Skinfinish Natural Medium Gold MAC Mineralize Skinfinish Natural MAC Medium Gold
Mineralize Skinfinish Natural MAC Medium Gold Mineralize Skinfinish Natural Recommend Shade Medium Gold Medium or Medium Deep Skin Tones Yellow, Medium Yellow Tones. MAC Medium Golden describes the brand as Medium Gold Tan. It's a shade of the Mineralize Skinfinish Natural range, which has a pressed powder primer with a matte finish and sheer coverage that
retails for $34.00 and contains .35 oz. The luxurious, slow-roasted domed face powder has low levels of beaded pigments that have a one-dimensional yet natural satin finish. It can be used to set foundation and touch-up makeup throughout the day. Features M·A· Mineral complex C 77 and vitamin E talc, Glitter, Dimethicone, Isopropyl acetate, Polysorbate 20, Simmondsia
Chinensis (Jojoba) Seed oil, Yeast extract / Faex / Extrait De Levure, Tocopheryl acetate, Lauroyl lysine, ethyl hexixicinnamate, magnesium aluminium szzilicate, sodium dehydroacetate, phenoxy Titanium dioxide (CI 77891), iron oxides (CI 77491, CI 77492, CI 77499), bismuth oxychloride (CI 77163), carmine (CI 75470), chromium oxide greens (CI 77288), chromium hydroxide
green (CI 77289), ferric ferrocyanid (CI 77510), Mangan Violet (CI 77742), Ultramarins (CI 77007), Blue Lake 1 (CI 42090), Red 6 (CI 15850), Red Lake 7 (CI 15850), Yellow Lake 5 (CI 19140), Yellow Lake 6 (CI 15985). Disclaimer: Ingredient lists are available to your brand (or retailer) at the time of publication. Please always check the product packaging, if any, for the ingredient
list applicable to the product you are buying, or the brand or retailer's website for the latest ingredients list. There is no written review yet, the first to write one! Share your opinion! So far, 4.52 out of 5 stars441 Reviews Most Useful Positive ReviewI've heard a lot of different reviews about this product, so I decided to give it a try. I went to the local counter and first matched medium
deep, but before buying the employee advised me to get in the dark. He hired her and the store looked great. I made the purchase and noticed after a while that it oxidized and looked like I had a beautiful Hershey chocolate taste all over my face. Although the color was beautiful, it didn't suit me at all. I was really shocked because the container seemed to be a big match. I went
back the next day and got the original color match medium deep. It looks light in the tank, but it's really the perfect oxidation for my complexion. I wear it. Just concealer and set the Match Masters 7.0 foundation. They always compliment me when I wear it. So it's worth it, you just have to find the right match. I just gave him four stars because the difficulty of finding the perfect
shade can be a little tricky. I like the mirror compact its sleek, however you have to be careful when opening it. I think the bottom should be a little puff of touch up since the mirror is on, but I have to admit I'm a dry skin girl and once I do this I replace it with a large powder brush to stay up. Overall nice finish and it's a great product! Most useful Critical ReviewLove is the powder
however does not stay up on my face. I have combined skin T-zone that is EXTREMLY oily (half an hour make up and my nose becomes a waterfall of oil). Its not even T-belt its JUST my nose. This powder has a texture and the look is gorgeous. I got matched medium dark and look good for the first 10 minutes, but then it oxidizes like crazy and ends up being three shades
darker. I use it almost as a bronzer because its waaaaay too dark so be aware.. the color initially appears directly on the skin, but as the sun goes on, the color changes. People with dry skin think it would be amazing. The powder is so soft and it gives an instant glow and shine on my face (it doesn't cover anything). It would be amazing if the color suited me would use it over my
make up for the fire however as for staying might for people with skin like mine it wouldn't be enough as a setting powder. I prefer to use it immediately after makeup and not sure if this glow contributes to my skin looking extra oily afterwards or not, but I'll be stuck in my select sheer pressed powder now. It's an alternative because I wanted to try something new, but definitely go
back to that. Mineralise Skin Finish Natural is very light and feathered and not as hard as choosing sheer, but staying in power and controlling my oils it certainly doesn't do the trick :(Reviewed by 441 customers5Shera in PhiladelphiaThis product is absolutely beautiful. I heard nothing but great things, so I decided to try it in two shades. Dark to medium deep . Depending on the
foundation I use is determined by the shade . In Fenty I'm shaded 345 and works well in medium depth if I want more color I reach into my dark . Definitely worth the purchase big nice finishIt's dust great!5Melodie music gilbert, AZI uses this powder everyday and I love it! Give sun = The BEST5Drea in the Highlands, CAI has been using this port for years. It's going to be an all-
time favorite, hands down! Give Me Sun is the perfect bronzer color for me (NC20). I tried to find something like that, and nothing compares, I always come back to it. It's more of a warm orange bronzer, so if you're a cool toned looking for, it's not no be returning1Jessyyh in Arlington, VAThi dust looks good in the pictures, it gives a non-powdery look that you liked. It works for dry
skin.. However, this is not my sensitive skin. I noticed shortly after this face was covered with small pimples. I didn't like the shading range either. The tones in these powders are either too red or too yellow. I'm going to give this back. Medium gold is my Holy Grail bronzer/contour5Betty for CAI I'm so happy mac added this shade to the range. Please don't ever get rid of him. This
is the most natural contour mt Nc15 skintone. Its not orange and lasts all day. This is one of my favorite mac products ever! I love this powder5Jess from Novi, MII I like this powder, it's very light and sheer, good for a light makeup or no makeup look. You're going to buy this again! I would like to buy this product over and over again!!! 5Nini of Jacksonville NCI love love this Mac
powder! It's light and soft on the skin and looks so natural! Not the same product as mac stores sold, but it's do.4Ang in CA - CaliforniaI I've used the mineral foundation MAC for several years. Because of Covid, I thought it was easiest to order through ulta. I used the same description as my old container, but surprisingly it's not the same. This product is more matte. I like it, but I
prefer the original formula, because it was a little highlighted glamour, and the color is a little sunny. In the meantime, that'll do. Would buy it again.5DawnT77 from Portland, MaineLarge product. Highlights in the right places. I can't believe I'm telling This5Gabby illinois a little backstory... I've never had a good time with Mac products. As a girl with super dry skin, I always hated
walking alongside the Mac store because when I was there I never found anything, meant something to me. BUT THAT'S IT. Super natural, looks great just proofreader, and lasts. It keeps my oils at bay (except for my forehead, which is another story) and prevents creases under my eyes. I'm terrified the day I hit pan on this product.better then Laura mercier setting
powder5beauty addict of idahothis is honestly the best compact setting powder I have even tried in my whole life I will allways re-purchase it. You want to adjust the base without the lines and wrinkles more hyped. That's your idea. If you want your pores to disappear? That's your idea. it's better than Laura Mercier settings power because hers dried up my face and the pores
looked bigger after applying it. Perfect for finishing powder5GagaV with PAI I like this powder to finish my look – it helps the foundation stay, soften/blur the lines on my face, and with so many sounds, I found the perfect mate. Even in humidity, my face looks good. I tried many other finishing powders and found this one that's the best for me. I understand. face is usually not oily or
dry - I'm in the intermediate stage at last 67! Smooth finish4Dark and beautiful in Bellevue,WashingtonThen bronzer was the answer for this long year to be indoors. Since I didn't buy a summer shade but didn't manage to darken the bronzer it gave me a smooth transition to apertured skin tone. For my lovely melanin skin folk it's not ashy or dry! It works wonderfully. Large pressed
powder ♥ ️5Anonymous from Atlanta using Light Plus. I love this powder. I don't like powders that are super matte because I love the natural look. This powder looks very natural on the skin. I use it over a tinted moisturizer. Face powder5Tmj3604 from Oroville California Love Mac This was the first time I bought it over the internet vs go to Mac makeup counter. Very pleased with
the experience is an excellent way to look flawless and natural!5Mae from Portage MII uses the finisher for my natural skin. Perfect everyday Wear4Marla from MarylandI love the glow it gives my skin – it's not too dramatic, but it gives the perfect amount, so the skin looks healthy. I wear both a liquid foundation and concealer, or by itself the sun doesn't feel like wearing much
makeup. Overall I really enjoy it, but I think it's a bit overpriced. I know it's MAC. but I still think that the price tag is high. This dust... 5Rachel T. From Washington I can't live without this dust. It's enough coverage that you can make a small concealer in all the problem areas and put this whole face in its natural look. My favorite way to use this foundation is after the whole face
before using any other powders. Then put a light dedusting of the pleasing powder in areas where slippage can occur (under the eyes, and in the T-zone, jaw line, and nose folds). I am obsessed with this method because it prevents the translucent powder from looking cakelike or dry. Good product, but lighter than expected.4Hannuuh on Lake Orion, MII is definitely starting when
it comes to makeup. Every downtime this pandemic has given me the desire to quit drug store products. I thought Mac was a good, semi-affordable place to start. While I like the light/natural coverage of this product, the color came out much lighter than I expected. I was too afraid it was too dark, I ignored the reviews. I light Covergirl face powder, but certainly not mac. That's what
happens when you try to color colors from home. Fortunately during these winter months I'm as pale as it can be, so the makeup continues to go to good use. In the meantime, I'm going to buy a darker shade. Beautiful bronzer5Vic from Tucson, AZI loves this bronzer, I have medium skin (MAC NC35) and this shade gives me a completely beautiful, perfect summer bronzer look.
Don't hesitate to buy it!!! 5Meli in San Diego, CAI has been doing makeup for 7 years and wow it the foundation game for me. It gives you a one sheer, soft, velvety coverage, so you can wear it alone on natural days or on top of the liquid base for a nice plump skin look. It doesn't look powdery at all. I know this product has been around for a long time, but I never tried it until now
and I'm absolutely in love. I wore this 100 degree heat and sweat pouring down my face and makeup didn't move and it was the only new product I had to use on my face. My foundation looks so much more skin than it does instead of cakey, and even looks smoother around my acne bumps. Because of this powder, I can go into a tinted moisturizer instead of a full coverage
foundation and look absolutely flawless with this product on top. I've never been more impressed with a face product!!! Best!5lilzina from AtlantaI rarely use primer, so I only use this skinfinish powder. I have been using it for about 6years plus now and I get compliments all the time. Makes my skin look flawless and it's not foundation or anything elseBest coverage and easy
foundation I found5Amity in Clearfield, PAThis product is amazing! I have acne prone to skin and scars from acne. This dust covers them without me feeling like I have anything on my skin. It also helps keep oily skin under control. I've been using for about 8 months now and definitely suggest that! I'm a luv5Sgoosie1907 from LosangelesI have these two shades of medium plus
and medium gold I'm nc25 nc30 summer I like the finish to blur the pores and fine lines of buttery this finishing powder is not a setting powder, but it's just completely the makeup set gives it a tryObsessed5Lina Lake ElsinoreThis powder gives me such a beautiful glow I'm totally in love! I highly recommend
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